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Main clause and subordinate clause worksheet ks2

A clause that cannot form a sentence on its own, but can be merged with a main clause to form a sentence. Source: Cambridge Dictionary What is an employee clause? Because a subordinate clause depends on a main clause to be meaningful, it is also referred to as an dependent clause. Source: Grammarly What is a subordinate conjunction? Subordinate clauses will often start with subordinate conjunctions, which are words that
link dependent clauses to independent clauses, such as: why therefore accordingly, even if due to this, because unless once, when when ever after Source: Grammar 1 | ' What is a subordinate clause?' with video examples Do you want to help children understand subordinate clauses? This short video by Oxford Owl will allow them to learn the difference between a clause, a subordinate clause and a related clause. Perfect to help
with grammar tasks and to prepare for the KEY STAGE 2 TEST test. Find more Oxford Owl videos on his YouTube channel here. 2 | Subordinate conjunctions SPaG challenge mats Y2 and Y3 These bright and eye-catching PDF grammar worksheets are an excellent way to practice and review using subordinate conjunctions in years 2 and 3 and are divided into five sections: Understand:Complete sample sentences that contain
subordinate conjunctions. Challenge: Look at the provided image and write three sentences using one of the subordinate conjunctions provided in each sentence. Test:Circle subordinate conjunctions in the sample sentences, and then put four subordinate conjunctions in the blanks in the provided sentences so that Mike and his father work at the same time. Explain:Using your own words, explain what a subordinate conjunction is.
Apply:Write a passage on the race shown in the provided image, including at least three subordinate conjunctions to prove that you know how to use them. Activities include SAT-style questions and creative writing answer opportunities, with eye-catching images as a prompt. Get the Year 2 version and the Year 3 version here. 3 | The main clause and the subordinate clause, of course, cannot really be taught subordinate clauses
without the context of the main clauses. So this page of The School Run has a nice summary of the clauses and how they work together, with clear illustrations to emphasize the examples. Read it here. 4 | Examples of subordinate clauses This page from Grammar Bytes has a good list of examples with explanations as to why they are subordinate clauses, stating: A subordinate clause cannot stand alone as a phrase because it does
not provide complete thought. The reader asks, 'So what happened?' So, looking at the first example in the image above, you ask, So what happened? Amy threw it down for waste disposal or served it in bread to his friends? explaining that, since there is no complete thought here, it is just a fragment of a sentence. Check out more examples here. 5 | Subordination Subordination Poster This classroom exhibition package features a
series of six posters illustrating a series of subordinate conjunctions, using eye-catching images surrounded by sample phrases. Empty versions of posters are also included, so kids and teachers can add their own text suggestions. Find this package here. 6 | Subordinate conjunction package of 5 lessons This powerful year 3 grammar resource package offers everything you need to teach a series of five lessons on subordinate
conjunctions, culminating in an extended writing activity where children can use their grammatical comprehension in context. Take it here. 7 | Clause tab This 20-page PDF has as many as 41 questions about clauses, including subordinate clauses, that children can do at home or at school. Print the resource here. 8 | add subordinate worksheet clauses This worksheet contains 11 sentences to which children can add subordinate
clauses. Download this resource here. 9 | Worksheet Main and subordinate clauses This worksheet is divided into four sections, with 16 questions in total. The first asks students to tell if the underlined part is a clause or phrase. In the second, they must write the sentence, underline the main clause, and put parentheses around the subordinate clause. In the third and fourth paragraphs, they must add a subordinate clause and a main
clause to the sentences provided, respectively. Find this one here. News Help children get a solid grammar base with the foundation of each sentence, the main clause, using these ideas, activities and more for primary English... Added: August 13, 2020 Identification of main clauses and subordinate clauses - Beginner access (worksheet) to download Not a Member? Sign up here. Identifying main clauses and subordinate clauses -
Easy access (worksheet) to download Not a member? Sign up here. Identifying main clauses and subordinate clauses - Difficult access (worksheet) to download Not a member? Sign up here. Identifying top clauses and subordinate clauses - Expert access (worksheet) for non-member download? Sign up here. Here.
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